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ABSTRACT 
Let A=( u,~) be a real symmetric matrix of order n. We characterize all nonnega- 
tive vectors x=(x, ,..., x,) and y=(y, ,..., y,) such that any real symmetric matrix 
B=(bii), with bii=ali, ifi, has its eigenvalues in the union of the intervals [bii -yi. 
bii +xi]. Moreover, given such a set of intervals, we derive better bounds for the 
eigenvalues of Busing the2n quantities {b,,-yl, bii+xi}, i=l,...,n. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This note contains some observations on the topic of finding intervals 
containing the eigenvalues of a given real symmetric matrix. For example, 
Gerschgorin’s theorem asserts that, if A =(aii) is such a matrix of order n, 
then every eigenvalue of A lies in the union of the n closed intervals 
1 aii - 2 laiil, aii + 2 laijl 1 P i=l >a..> n. ifi ifi (14 
A related theorem [l] is that every eigenvalue of A lies in the union of the 
n closed intervals 
[ 
Zaii-n( tnnaii) ,xaii-n(minaii)_ , i=l,...,n, (1.2) 
i + i 1 
where a + =a if a>0 and =O otherwise. a_ =a if a<0 and =O otherwise. 
To understand (1.1) and (1.2) and (from a certain viewpoint) all possible 
results of this type, we consider the following problem. Let A =(aii) be a 
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given real symmetric matrix with zero diagonal, and let 
Q={B=(bii)lbiireal; Vifi, bii=aii}. 
Find all possible nonnegative vectors x=(x1,. . . , x,) and y = ( yi,. . . , y,) such 
that for all B E W, every eigenvalue of B lies in the union of the n closed 
intervals 
[hii-Yi>bii+xi], i=l,...,n. 0.3) 
To study this and related questions, we need some additional notation. 
For given vectors x and y construct matrices X and Y by 
X=(&)= xi 
i 
if i=i 
-aii if 
1 
ifi ’ 
Y’(yii,‘(:;i if j;il}. (1.4) 
If {a: i>“‘> a,} is a set of n real numbers, let 
be a rearrangement of these numbers in descending order. 
Finally, if B is a real symmetric matrix, denote its eigenvalues in descend- 
ing order by 
h,(B)>X,(B)2 . . . ah,(B). (1.6) 
2. THEOREM 2.1 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X nnd Y be given by (1.4) with xi 20 and yi 20, i = 
1 >...> n. Then the following statements are equivulent: 
(a) X mad Y ure both positive semidefinite. 
(b) Vz#OER”, 3i such that zi #O and (XZ)~(YZ)~ >O. 
(c) V’BE&, every eigenvalue ofB is contained in Ui[bii -yi, bii +x,]. 
(d) V’BE@, (hii -yi)‘<Xi(B)G(bii +xi)‘. 
Proof. We shall show that (a)=,(b)-(c)*(a); (a)*(d)*(a). In the next 
section we comment on the relation between (c) and (d). 
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(a)=+(b): Clearly (a)+(b) f or n = 1. We argue by induction on n. Since 
principal submatrices of positive semidefinite matrices are positive semidefi- 
nite, the induction hypothesis allows us to assume that each zi #O. Under 
this assumption we shall reach a contradiction to the statement 
(X,z),(Yz),<O for all i. (2.1) 
If (a) is false then (2.1) is true, and from this we infer that 
i’i~~iiJi)~~i$Yii~j)<O foralli. (2.2) 
But X positive semidefinite implies Zizi~ixiixi 20, and similarly for Y. Thus 
there exists a partition of { 1,. . . , n} into nonempty disjoint subsets S and T 
such that 
V’iES, z~~~~~z~<O; ViET, zi~yiizitO. 
i i 
This follows from (2.2). 
These inequalities imply 
2 zi~xiizitO; )= Zi&JiiZi<O. 
iES i iET j 
We can rewrite (2.3) as 
and 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Since X and Y are positive semidefinite, the first term in each of (2.4) and 
(2.5) is nonnegative. Therefore, the second terms are each negative. But, from 
(1.4), they are each negatives of each other, a contradiction. Thus (b) holds. 
(b)*(c): We show that (b) implies that 
VBE@, if (bii +ri)(bii -y,)>Ofor all i, then B is nonsingular. (2.6) 
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Assume for the moment that this has been shown. Then if h is an eigenvalue 
of BE@, B-AI is in 6? and is singular. It follows from (2.6) that ( bii -h + 
xi)(bii --X--y,)<0 for at least one i. That is, AE[B~~ -yi, bii fx,], which is 
(c). 
All that remains is to prove (2.6). Suppose BE& and the hypothesis of 
(2.10) holds, yet B is singular. It follows that there is a nonzero z such that 
Bz=O, or 
biiZi = - x UiiZi (2.7) 
ifi 
for all i. Consider the index i satisfying the conclusion of (b). Adding xizi to 
both sides of (2.7) we obtain 
(hii +xJq =(xz>,. 
Similarly, subtracting yizi from both sides of (2.7) gives 
(hii -yi)zi = -(Yz)i. 
Multiplying the last two equations together gives a contradiction of (b). Thus 
B is nonsingular. 
(c)=+(a): Consider Y itself. Since YE&, every eigenvalue of Y is in 
U i[O, yi +xi]. This implies all eigenvalues of Y are nonnegative, so Y is 
positive semidefinite. Consider - X E W. All eigenvalues of - X lie in U i [ - xi 
- y,,O] so -X has all its eigenvalues nonpositive. It follows that X is positive 
semidefinite. 
(d)*(a): This follows by the same argument used to prove (c)*(a). 
(a)=+=(d): Let BE@: Since X is positive semidefinite, Ai(B+X)2:hi(B), 
i=l ,..,, n. But B+X is diagonal, with entries bii $-xi, so h,(B+X)=(b,, + 
xi)‘. Similarly(hii-yi)‘=hi(B-Y)GXi(B),i=l,...,n. n 
3. THE RELATIONSHIP OF (c) TO (d) 
It is amusing that, although (c) and (d) are equivalent statements about X 
and Y, for any particular B E & (d) gives at least as much information as (c), 
and for some B E 6? (d) gives more information. For one can easily show that 
the connected components of U i [( bii - yi )‘, ( bii + xi )‘] are identical with the 
connected components of U i [( b,, - yi, bii + xi)]. This is true even though 
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every [(bii -yi)‘, (bii +xi)‘] contains an interval [b,, -yi, bii +rj], though not 
conversely. 
We illustrate these points by an example. Let 
0 -1 1 
-I 0 -I 
1 -1 0 
The matrix Y=A +diag( 1, 1,1) has eigenvalues 3,0,0, and is consequently 
positive semidefinite. The matrix X=diag( 1,2,5) -A has eigenvalues 4 
+fl,4-fl,O, and is consequently positive semidefinite. It follows from (c) 
that the matrix 
-1 1 
B= l -4 1 -1 1 EC? 
1 -1 1 
(3.1) 
has its eigenvalues in the union of the intervals [1,3], [0,3], [0,6]. This union 
is just the interval [0,6], and (c) gives no information about eigenvalues of B 
in the smaller intervals [ 1,3] and [0,3]. In fact, the interval [l, 31 does not 
contain any of the numbers 
which are the eigenvalues of B. 
Now consider the intervals in (d). They are [0,3], [0,3], and [l, 61, and 
each of these contains a distinct eigenvalue of B by (d). Thus these are at least 
two eigenvalues of B in the closed interval [0,3]. 
On the other hand if x and y satisfy (a), then there is an i such that, for 
any BE@, [ bii - yi, bii + xi] contains an eigenvalue of B. To show this, we 
first prove 
LEMMA 3.1. Zf the nonnegative numbers x, and yi satisfy 
‘iYi ’ > E afi, 
ifi 
(3.2) 
then for every BE&, the closed interval [ bii - yi, bii +xi] contains an eigen- 
value of B. 
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Proof. Without loss of generality we take i = 1. Let I= ix,+, ~1:~. If Z=O, 
then h,, is an eigenvalue of R in the interval [h,, - yI, b,, +x,] and the 
lemma holds. 
To prove the lemma for r>? we in:oke a theorem due to Wielandt [2]. 
@cor$ng to this theorem, if A and B are two pormal matrices satisfying 
AZ= Bz for a given vector ;, and if the vectors z, AZ ‘ are linearly independent, 
then every closed disk containing all eigenvalues of A contains at least one 
eigenvalue of 8. To apply the theorem in the present situation, we take A and 
R^ to be the n X n matrices 
A= 
h 11 1 0 
1 “1-Yl+bll 0 
0 0 h 11 
0 0 6 
0 0 0 
. . . 
. . . 
. . 
. . 
. . . 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
. ) 
hi, 0 
0 bll) 
where U is any orthogonal matrix which rotates the vector (u,,, . . . , a,,) to 
(l,O,..., 0). We shall show that B^, and hence B, has an eigenvalue in the 
interval [b,, -!I,> h,-tx,l. 
Let x be the first unit coordinate vector. Then AX=&. Moreover, since 
l#O, z and AZ are linearly independent. Thus, by Wielandt’s theorem, every 
disk containing all eigenvalues of A contains at least one eigenvalue of R. 
A straightforward application of (3.2) yields the inequalities 
b,,-y,~X,(l+h,_,(d)=b,,= . ..=X.(d)cX,(ii)~b,,+x, 
for the eigenvalues of A. Thus all eigenvalues of A, and some eigenvalue of 6, 
lie in the closed disk having the interval [b,, - yl,,bll +x,1 as a diameter; 
This, together with the fact that all eigenvalues of B are real, implies that B 
has an eigenvalue in the interval [bl, - yl, b,, +x1]. This proves the lemma. 
THEOREM 3.1. Zf x und y satisfy (a), then there is an i such that, for 
every B EC?, [b,i - yi, bii +xi] contains an eigenvalue of B. 
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Proof. By (a), X and Y are positive semidefinite, so their Schu_r product 
X.Y=Z=(x,i)=(xii~ii) is positive semidefinite. It follows that iTZ1=Bzii2 
0, so at least one row of Z has nonnegative row sum; i.e., for some i, 
‘jYi -xj+z afi 20. Apply Lemma 3.1. n 
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